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Abstract 
wideband array systems can be decomposed into several narrowband 
systems by sampling in the frequency domain. Focusing is the com- 
bination of these narrowbands by transforming them into a focusing 
,ubspace. Cormponding to each focusing subspace there u a focusing 
frequency. So far, there ha, been no optimal way for choosing the fc- 
,using frequency - usually it is chosen to be the mid-band frequency. In 
this work we propose a technique to choose the focusing frequency. Our 

is based on minimizing a subspace fitting error. The simulation 
mults show that using the selected frequency for focusing improves the 

of the estimation by decreaing the resolution threshold and 
reducing the b ia .  

1. Introduction and Problem Formulation 
In the literature, several methods have been proposed to process 

wideband ~ignals. In this paper, we investigate the Coherent Signal- 
3ubspaceMethod (CSM). [I]. The method is based on transformationof 
the signal-subspaces for d l  the frequency bins into the signal-subspace 
created by fo, the mid-band frequency. This transformation reduces the 
computational load and improves the efficiency of the estimation. It is 
shown that with very weak constraints on the signal covariance matrix, 
it is possible to handle coherent caes .  Hung and Kaveh. [Z], showed 
that the best performance is obtained if and only if the mapping is done 
through a unitary transformation. They did not discuss how to choose 
the best focusing frequency. fo. In this paper we introduce a subspace 
fitting error and optimize it to find a suitable focusing frequency. 

Consider an array of p senson exposed to q < p far-tield wideband 
murcn That can be partially or  fully correlated. The output of the 
w m r s  in the frequency domain is shown by 

where x(w), s(w) and new) are the Fourier transfonnsof the observation, 
r~gnal and noise v u t o n ,  respectively. The p x q  matrixoflocation vectors 
is given by the full rank matrix A(w, 8) = [a(w, el). . . a(w,B,)]. It is 
wumed that the signal and noise samples are independent identically 
dutributed sequence of complex Gaussian random vecton with unknown 
co&ance matrices S(w) and A. respectively. With these assumptions 
'he covariance matrix of the obsemtion vector at the frequency wj u 
@en by 

q w j )  = A ( w ~ ,  B ) s ( w ~ ) A ~ ( w ~ ,  e) + 21, (2) 
where the s u p e ~ r i p t  H represents the Hermitian transpose. In the 
Y9ueL we s u p p r w  the frequency &able. Then R, repr-ents R(wj), 
xt represents x(w,) and so on. The CShl algorithm is based on forming 
w observation vectors, pi, ao 

.h Tj 's  are the unitary transformation matrices found from 

:3m II4 is the Robenius matrix nonn. The obsemtion v e c t o ~  that are 
-4 by (3) are in the focusing subspace and their correlation matrices 
?" be d d e d  together directly to make the universal cornlation matrix. 

univenal correlation matrix is then used in the MUSIC algorithm 
'"d the directions of arrival. 

2. Selection of the focusing frequency 
H'I. find the optirnizd focusing frequency by minimizing 
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subject to Ti being a unitary matrix. For a fixed Ao, it is already 
known. [Z], that the optimal Tj is given by 

Tj = v ~ w ~ ,  (6) 

where Vj and W j  are the matrices of the left and right singular vecton 
of A o A r .  It can be shown that the error is given by 

where o;(B), i = 1,. . . ,9 are the singular values of the matrix B arranged 
in decreasing order. The optimization problem is the same as 
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Direct minimization of (8) is very involved and the cornpurational com- 
plexity increases with the number of the frequency samples. We have 
shown that 

Our proposed method is bwed on maximizing the right hand side of (9) 
subject to C:=, o3(&) = pq. We have shown that (9) is a tight bound 
in the vicinity of the optimum point. The optimization is done in two 
steps. F i n t ,  the optimal singular values for the location matrix A. are 
determined. Then, wing the known structure of the location matrices, 
the optimized value of the focusing frequency, fo, is found. 

The classic Lagrange multiplier optimization method gives 

where pi = ~ f , ~  @,(Aj). I t  is important to notice that the only un- 
known in the location matrix is the frequency of the processing. We find 
a matrix that h a  the singular values close to u;(Ao), i = I , .  . . ,9. This 
can be done by minimizing 

P 

r n i n x [ o i ( ~ o )  - U:(A~)F, (11) 
lo i s ,  

subject to the matrix & being a location matrix. 
In our simulation, we examined an array of six sensors exposed 

to two uncomlated sources. Finding the error of subspace fitting for 
different frequencies, we observed that the mid-band frequency is not 
neceuarily the best point for focusing. We used the optimized point 
found by the algorithm and the mid-band frequency for focusing. It rpap 
observed that with the selected point by the algorithm ss the focusing 
frequency, some sources can be nsolved that otherwise would not be. We 
also investigated the bias of estimation. The bias of the estimation w 
minimized for the optimized frequency selected by the proposed method. 
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